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Risk-off sentiment pushes 
U.S. Treasury yields 
slightly lower
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HIGHLIGHTS

• Among the taxable sectors, commercial 
mortgage-backed securities, taxable municipals 
and emerging markets outperformed Treasuries. 

• High grade and high yield municipal markets 
outperformed Treasuries.

• The global aggregate index experienced negative 
total returns, dragged down by European and 
Asian markets.

U.S. Treasury yields ended last week a few basis points lower across 
maturities. Investors were concerned with the slow rate of coronavirus 
vaccinations, as well as potentially delayed fiscal stimulus. The Federal 
Reserve (Fed) acknowledged that the pace of economic recovery has 
slowed, indicating that asset purchases and the policy rate will  
remain unchanged. 
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TREASURY YIELDS RETREAT 
SLIGHTLY                 

U.S. Treasury yields declined by 1 to 
2 basis points (bps) last week across 
maturities. The week began with a soft risk 
tone, pushing rates down. Longer maturities 
led the way lower and the yield curve flattened. 
Investors were concerned with new variants 
of the coronavirus, slower-than-expected 
vaccination rates and the prospect of delayed and 
less fiscal stimulus. The market absorbed record 
Treasury issuance without incident and saw a 
record low 2-year auction yield. The Treasury 
announced its issuance expectations for 2021, 
totaling more than $770 billion in new cash 
being raised. The trend toward lower rates and 
a flatter yield curve reversed later in the week, 
as stronger-than-expected U.S. economic data 
helped drive rates higher. Long maturity yields 
rose 4 to 5 bps. 

The Fed meeting went as expected, with no 
adjustments in monetary policy. The statement 
acknowledged that the pace of recovery had 
slowed, and Chair Jerome Powell reiterated 
that it was too soon to discuss reducing asset 
purchases or increasing the policy rate. 

Non-Treasury sectors struggled under 
the weight of the negative risk tone. 
However, some sectors did outpace Treasuries, 
led by commercial mortgage-backed securities. 
Taxable municipals and emerging markets also 
delivered slightly higher total returns for the 
week. Sectors with higher correlations to the 
equity markets performed worst and experienced 
negative weekly returns. Preferred securities 
fell the most, followed by senior loans and high 
yield corporates. The global aggregate index also 
experienced weak performance and negative 
total returns, as both European and Asian 
markets posted negative total returns.

Sectors with higher correlations to the 
equity markets performed worst and 
experienced negative weekly returns. 

MUNICIPAL FUND FLOWS REMAIN 
ROBUST

Municipal bond yields closed lower last 
week. New issue supply was $6 billion, with 
robust fund flows of $2.8 billion. New issuance is 
expected to be $8.5 billion this week, and should 
be well received.

The month of February brings both good 
news and bad news for the municipal 
market. Bad news: the municipal market 
often sells off in this second calendar month. 
New issue supply ramps up in earnest (the 
market has finally moved beyond the holiday 
season) and January 1 coupon money is already 
fully invested. Good news: Fed Chair Powell 
reiterated that the central bank will keep rates 
low and continue purchasing securities “until 
the recovery is complete.” As we have been 
saying, rates will remain lower for longer, 
and we see any market dips as a potential 
buying opportunity.

Fairfax County, Virginia, issued $263 
million general obligation bonds (rated Aaa/
AAA). Bonds issued in 2033 with a 2% coupon 
yielding 1.23% traded later in the week in 
the secondary market at a yield of 1.15%. By 
comparison, the Treasury market was basically 
unchanged, showing the market’s limitless need 
for tax-exempt income.

High yield municipal credit spreads 
continue to compress, driving further 
outperformance. High yield municipal bond 
yields decreased by 9 bps on average last week, 
3 bps more than AAA-rated munis. Investors 
added $778 million in net flows, bringing the 
January total to $2.47 billion. The Chicago Board 
of Education deal was heavily oversubscribed 
last week, which led to reduced yields at final 
pricing. Not only is the City of Detroit coming 
to market with GO bonds, as it continues to 
battle the stigma of bankruptcy and treatment of 
bondholders, but it is also doing so with a taxable 
deal and labeling the deal as “social bonds.”
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A quiet start to 
2021 for the Fed 
After a string of dovish policy moves 
throughout the second half of 2020, 
the Fed opted to stand pat at its first 
meeting of 2021, held last Wednesday. 
No new policies were announced, and 
none are expected for a while as the Fed 
evaluates the path of COVID-19 and its 
ongoing effect on the economy. 

In his post-meeting Q&A session, Chair 
Powell stressed that talk of tapering the 
Fed’s pace of quantitative easing (QE) asset 
purchases was “premature” and that it 
would be “some time” before the economy 
could make substantial enough progress 
toward the Fed’s employment and inflation 
goals to consider slowing down those 
purchases. Therefore, we expect QE to 
remain in effect at least through 2021. 

Regarding the Fed’s previous calls for 
additional fiscal stimulus, President Biden’s 
proposed $1.9 trillion relief package would 
likely boost GDP growth in 2021 and 2022. 
A stronger economy could drive inflation 
higher through faster wage gains. Given 
the Fed’s previously stated willingness to 
tolerate hotter inflation, the Fed would likely 
welcome more stimulus, especially with 
unemployment at 6.7% and more than 4 
million workers having left the labor force in 
the past year. 

Those signs of considerable slack in the 
labor market suggest the economy is at little 
risk of overheating any time soon. As long as 
those conditions remain, we doubt the Fed 
would even consider tightening policy.

EMERGING MARKETS DEBT SHOWS  
RESILIENCE IN A MOSTLY NEGATIVE  
WEEK FOR RISK ASSETS

Emerging markets (EM) debt posted a 
gain for the second consecutive week and 11 of 
the last 13. It was one of only two non-municipal 
sectors to outperform U.S. Treasuries last 
week. Strong fund flows (+$3.9 billion) and 
lighter issuance, particularly in the sovereign 
space, buoyed the asset class, though profit-
taking limited spread tightening to 1 bps. EM 
currencies were generally weaker, led by the 
Mexican peso (-2.7%).

High yield corporate returns were 
negative for the first time in 13 weeks. 
Spreads widened by 14 bps, and the asset class 
suffered its largest outflows (-$1.3 billion) since 
early December. Last week marked the sixth 
outflow in the past seven weeks. A volatile 
U.S. equity market — roiled by the drama of 
loosely organized retail investors putting a 
squeeze on short sellers of a few small cap 
stocks — provided an unsettled backdrop 
for high yield. Meanwhile, continued heavy 
new issuance capped the busiest January on 
record, with roughly $55 billion coming to 
market last month.

A volatile U.S. equity market provided an 
unsettled backdrop for high yield.

Investment grade corporate bonds 
realized a small loss for the second week in 
a row and finished last among all fixed income 
categories for the month. Spreads were only 
marginally wider (+2 bps) on the week, however, 
and fund inflows remained robust at $5.3 
billion. The primary market was relatively light, 
with 11 issuers pricing $25 billion in new deals. 
Overall, corporate earnings fundamentals sor far 
look promising for this reporting season.
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solicitation buy, sell or hold a security or an investment strategy, and is not provided in a fiduciary capacity. 
The information provided does not take into account the specific objectives or circumstances of any 
particular investor, or suggest any specific course of action. Investment decisions should be made based 
on an investor’s objectives and circumstances and in consultation with his or her financial professionals.
The views and opinions expressed are for informational and educational purposes only as of the date 
of production/writing and may change without notice at any time based on numerous factors, such as 
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not come to pass. This material may contain “forward-looking” information that is not purely historical 
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A word on risk
Investing involves risk; principal loss is possible. Debt or fixed income securities are subject to market 
risk, credit risk, interest rate risk, call risk, derivatives risk, dollar roll transaction risk and income risk. 
As interest rates rise, bond prices fall. Below investment grade or high yield debt securities are subject 
to liquidity risk and heightened credit risk. Preferred securities are subordinated to bonds and other debt 
instruments in a company’s capital structure and therefore are subject to greater credit risk. Foreign 
investments involve additional risks, including currency fluctuation, political and economic instability, lack 
of liquidity and differing legal and accounting standards. Asset-backed and mortgage-backed securities 
are subject to additional risks such as prepayment risk, liquidity risk, default risk and adverse economic 
developments. The value of convertible securities may decline in response to such factors as rising 
interest rates and fluctuations in the market price of the underlying securities. Senior loans are subject to 
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portfolio. If sold prior to maturity, municipal securities are subject to gain/losses based on the level 
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municipal bonds held by a portfolio could be declared taxable because of unfavorable changes in tax laws, 
adverse interpretations by the Internal Revenue Service or state tax authorities, or noncompliant conduct 
of a bond issuer. It is important to review your investment objectives, risk tolerance and liquidity needs 
before choosing an investment style or manager. 
The investment advisery services, strategies and expertise of TIAA Investments, a division of Nuveen, 
are provided by Teachers Advisors, LLC and TIAA-CREF Investment Management, LLC. Nuveen Asset 
Management, LLC, Symphony Asset Management LLC and NWQ Investment Management Company LLC  
are registered investment advisers and affiliates of Nuveen, LLC. 
This information does not constitute investment research as defined under MiFID.

Characteristics and returns
Returns (%)

Index

Yield to  
Worst  

(%)
Spread  

(bps)

Effective 
Duration 

(years) Week 
 January 

2021 
Year- 

to-date 

Municipal 0.95 – 5.11 0.39 0.64 0.64
High Yield Municipal 3.55 2361 6.77 0.55 2.08 2.08
Short Duration High Yield Municipal2 2.98 257 3.63 0.50 1.65 1.65
Taxable Municipal 2.11 973 9.88 0.09 -0.03 -0.03
U.S. Aggregate Bond 1.17 363 6.09 0.03 -0.72 -0.72
U.S. Treasury 0.65 – 7.10 0.07 -0.96 -0.96
U.S. Government Related 1.13 493 6.10 0.04 -0.52 -0.52
U.S. Corporate Investment Grade 1.86 973 8.70 -0.06 -1.28 -1.28
U.S. Mortgage-Backed Securities 1.20 183 2.20 0.06 0.08 0.08
U.S. Commercial Mortgage-Backed 
Securities 1.28 723 5.26 0.16 -0.03 -0.03
U.S. Asset-Backed Securities 0.39 263 2.07 0.06 0.14 0.14
Preferred Securities 2.82 2053 4.49 -0.42 -0.75 -0.75
High Yield 2% Issuer Capped 4.33 3633 3.67 -0.15 0.33 0.33
Senior Loans4 4.84 461 0.25 -0.16 1.27 1.27
Global Emerging Markets 3.59 2803 6.86 0.09 -0.85 -0.85
Global Aggregate (unhedged) 0.88 353 7.36 -0.17 -0.88 -0.88

1 Yield difference between the Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Municipal Index and the 20-year AAA MMD scale. 2 Data is a subset 
of the S&P Short Duration Municipal Yield Index that is below investment grade/nonrated. Spread is the yield difference between this 
subset and the subset rated AAA. 3 Option-adjusted spread to Treasuries.  4 Spread refers to the 3-year discount margin. Duration 
is estimated based on the frequency of the reset date.
Source: Bloomberg L.P. and Credit Suisse. As of 29 Jan 2021. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Unless otherwise 
noted, the index is Bloomberg Barclays. All index returns are shown in U.S. dollars. Yield to worst is the lowest potential yield that can 
be received on a bond without the issuer actually defaulting. Effective duration (expressed in years) measures the price sensitivity of 
a fixed-income investment to a change in interest rates, considering that expected cash flows will fluctuate as interest rates change. 
Index performance is shown for illustrative purposes only. Index returns include reinvestment of income and do not reflect investment 
advisory and other fees that would reduce performance in an actual client account.

U.S. Treasury market
Change (%)

Maturity Yield Week 
 January 

2021 
Year- 

to-date 

2-year 0.11 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01
5-year 0.42 -0.01 0.06 0.06

10-year 1.07 -0.02 0.15 0.15
30-year 1.83 -0.02 0.19 0.19

Source: Bloomberg L.P. As of 29 Jan 2021. Past performance is no 
guarantee of future results.

Municipal market
Change (%)

Maturity Yield to Worst Week 
 January 

2021 
Year- 

to-date 

2-year 0.11 -0.02 -0.03 -0.03
5-year 0.22 -0.03 0.00 0.00
10-year 0.72 -0.05 0.01 0.01
30-year 1.38 -0.06 -0.01 -0.01

Source: Bloomberg L.P. As of 29 Jan 2021. Past performance is no 
guarantee of future results.

Yield ratios
Ratio (%)

10-year AAA Municipal vs Treasury  65 
30-year AAA Municipal vs Treasury  74 
High Yield Municipal vs High Yield Corporate  82 

Source: Bloomberg L.P., Thompson Reuters. As of 29 Jan 2021. AAA 
municipals represented by the MMD scale. The high yield ratio equals the 
yield-to-worst for the Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Municipal Index divided 
by the yield-to-worst for the Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Corporate Index. 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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